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In this paper we continue our investigations into the structure 0 
weak truth table (W-) degrees. We use lower case bold&e letters ( 
denote r.e. W-degrees. In [4] Fischer showed there exist initial 
that form In the notation of [2], this would be written as: there exist 
such that forms a lattice. In [2] we improved this result to show that all 
incomplete r.e. degrees are bottoms of lattices, and lattices are dense in 
is 
(1 0 . ] a lattice). 
(I 2) . 
The goai of this paper is to sh ow that (1.1) and (1.2) cannot be combined even for 
. Specifkaiiy, we show 
. 3 ] is a lattice implies 
Actually we do a little better than (1.3). We show 
There exists an r.e. set A of high T-degree such t&at if W and V 
with V sw A, then there exist r.e. sets C and D with 
-deg(C) n W-deg(D) doesn’t exist. 
remark that (1.4) s ould be compared wit Gooper’s [l] result that every 
ma1 pair, since (1.4) also gives the existence of 
erminollogy are 
9 . . . ) for functionals, and such le 
a This resmrch was carried out whilst the author held 
Urbana, ‘Illinois and was partially supported by NSF Grant 
at the University of uois, 
212 .
sevier Science 
ays assume such use 
are increasing where defined. This saves on notation. 
pairing &nction monotone in both variables, 
computations are bounded by s at stage s. 
to present our argument using the elegant methods of Soare 
thus assume familiarity with this. Although we describe the 
construction in detail, we refer the. reader to [7,8] for 
nts regarding the intuition behind this type of construction, 
e devices (such as Slaman’s ‘linking’) we use. For the purposes 
mma 3.71 refer to [8, Ch. XlVj. 
anre.setsuchthatforalle, 
. 
) in stapcs. Define *I=@ if W,,= = 0 and 
e, s) = nax{y : Vx < y (x E We,=)}. To make A 
make A a thick s&set of H. That is we build A c H 
and satisfy the requirements 
pc: &=I =* j$=J_ 
To meet the P, we basically add as uch of H, to A, as possible at any stage. The 
of our argument is de d fkom the non-bounding requirements. We 
ary r.e. sets C, and 0, and & to satisfy 
is recursive, or V, is recursive, or 
ea ent wherein we attem to satisfy the part of the 
e,i,j given by (2.2) by the Jo&usch [S] non-i&urn 
e. To discuss the basic mod&, we need several auxi 
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is he monotonic@ of the use functions here. 
sh with the above tl(e, i, j, s) and r*(e, i, j, s) 
that restrain A and q(e, i, j, s) which restrains Ce and 0,. Now assume that 
I(e, i, s)+ a. For the next discussion it is convenient o drop some of the 
subscripts, etc., and thus use ri(s) for r(e, i, j, s) etc. The basic module for this 
construction consists of the followi teps. 
step 1. r some candidate x $ wait till l(e, i, j, s) > x. candidate is 
targeted for Co 0, and Qe,i. At stage s + 1 open u -gup by resetting R-~(S) = 0 
and q(s) = M#j(x))* 
Step 2. Wait for the least stage t > s witi l(e, t) > ml(e, t) 
max{l(e, t’) : t’ < t} . At this stage we close the We-gap. We adopt 
case below. 
Case 2a (Success@l c osure). If Wc,Jx] # Jx], then enumerate x into Cc.*. 
Now declare an (e, i)-squeeze to be open. Go to Step 3. 
Case 2b (Uplsuccessj% closure). If w,,,[x] = W,,,[x], then set rI(t + I) = 
4&(x), q(t + 1) = 0, reset x and go to Step 1. 
Step 3. Wait for the least stage m > t such that I(e, i, j, m) >x. Declare the 
(e, ij-squeeze to close. Open Q &gap by setting r2(m + 1) = 0. (Thus now 
q(m + 1) = &(+j(X)), rI(m + 1) = r2(m + 1) = 0.) GO to Step 4. 
Step 4. Wait for the leasi stage n > m such that l(e, n) > ml(e, n). Declare the 
V,-gap to be closed and adopt the appropriate case below. 
Case 4a (Success~ closure): &[x] # V&[X]. Enumerate x into 0, and x 
into Qe,i, keeping q(n -I- 1) = #i(@j(X)) to preserve the disagreement 
aj,,(W,,;X) =O# 1= Qe,i.n+lO* 
Case 4b (Unsuccess~ closure): E,&] = &,,[x]. Define -r,(n + 1) = rI(n + 1) 
= max{ &(x), y,(x)}, reset x, set q(n + 1) = 0 and go to Step 1. 
Analysis of outcomes (for one requirement). The easy outcomes are that some 
We-gap or &gap or (e, i)-squeeze is opened but not closed. This means that 
respectively #=(A) # W, or (/I) # V,, or (&&) = (De) = FQ. Assuming 
that attack is openable and closable the infmitary outcomes are that if there 
are i ely many We-gaps, but only finitely many &gaps then W2 +0, just as 
in Lachlan’s nonbounding theorem of [6,7,8]. 
An important, but slightly more subtle point is that we don’t use stage 
numbed for resetting restraints (as in [7,8]) but use (e.g.) e=(x). Strictly 
the basic module’s point of view, but crucial 
from the point of vie f the ‘ar-strategy’ since we shah need to argue t 
int here is that we 
R.G. Do 
at 
for I@, s) > x forever for some x, 
tely many -gaps and finitely many V, gaps, 
any &gaps, and 
but not closed 
our consmlc- 
tion a little more complicated since it necessitates our use of multiple linking.) 
Let A=(s,g2,gl, w,O, 1). efine the priority tree via 
a(3n + 2) E: (0, 1) & (3n + 2) E {s, g2, gl, w}}. 
[(i = O&j = 1) v (i, j 8z N&i SN j)]). 
To each node cy on the tree we wish to 
ements via lists 
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define e(m), i(a), j(e) and the lLs& by induction on lh(ar) = n as 
1m In the list Lo e even numbers 2e will code 
requirements of type R, and the odd numbers 2n + 1 will requirements of 
Re,, where (e, i) =pc. y our convention, at (e, i) occurs 
e. 
n=O. DeGnee 
n>O. L&a!= at L&r) and L&J) are dopt 
the apropriate case below. 
Cme 1: lb(a) = 0 (mod 3). efine L&x) = Lo(u) and L,(a) = L,(u). 
m(a) = px (x E L&t)). If m(a) is even, define e(a) = e where 2e = rrp(ou) (and 
have e(a) and j(a) undefined). If m(cu) is odd, define e(ar) = e and i(a) = i where 
m(a) = 2(e, i) + I (and j(cu) is undefined). If m(a) is even, declare or to be of 
type A and declare cp! to be of type B otherwise. 
Case 2: lh(cu) = 1 (mod 3) 
Step 1. Adopt the appropriate subcase below. 
S&me 1: do is of type A and a = 1. Then e(a) is defined, Set 
&(a) = (L&r) - ((2W) U {2(44, k) + 1: k E 4)) 
U{m:m>2e(u)&~~k(m=2(e(u),k))+1}, and 
&(a) = (L&) - {(e(a>, i, j): i, j EW})U{(~,i,j):i,jEO&e^>e). 
Subcase 2: (I is of type A and Q = 0. Then e(o) is defined. Set 
L&Y) = LO(a) - {s(a)), and &(a) = L&J). 
Subcase 3: 0 is of type and a = 1. Then e(u) and i(u) are defined. Set 
Lo(~) = (Lo(u) - {2(e(u), i(u)) + 11) 
u {m: m >2(e(u), i(u)) + l), and 
L,(a) = (Ll(u) - {(e(u), i(u), k): k E u}) 
U {(i?, i, j): (8, i) > (e(u), i(u)) Srj E w}. 
Subcsse 4: u is of type en e(u) and i(u) are defined. Set 
&) - {2(e(u), i(a)) + l)), an L&9 = L,(u)* 
Case 2, Step 2. Set e(cu) = e, i(a) = i and j(u) = j where (e, i, j) = p (x E 
1 R.G. Do 
ption of eat. 
tely many 
(e( cu), i( a))-squeezes, 8r finitely many V,,I-gaps”, 
(vAg2 means ‘6 =Y vc(~)-gaps”, 
Oh cans ‘tie get a disagreement”, 
dw means “some candidate is not realized”. 
si3r &$(a) _ WI ==(!(mcd3) wad uof type A: 
a^Q means “l(e(a), s)--* a”. 
aAl means “l(e( a), s) f* =“. 
(a)=O(m 
cans ” a), i(a), s)-+ m”, 




t(a, e) = (pa c )[lh(a) = 0 (mod 3) & u is of type A 
p)[acpccu&[[ (p) = 0 (mod 3) 
((pisoftypeA&e(p)<e) 
& 2(e(Pb i(P)) + 1< WI 
w E 1819 &Ill= 
if z(a, e) is defined, define 
ay, to be 
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call t( a, e) the top of E\(L; e). e shall say that (Y is an e-boacndaty if 
cy = ~“0, e = e(a), Q E {gl, g2, 1) and either 0 is of type A and lb(a) = 0 (mod 3) 
or lb(o) = 1 (mcd 3). 
(ii) Define t(l~, e, i) via 
~(a, e, i)=(ctcrcb(;Iiq(a)~O(m~3) 
[U-r(p) = 0 (mod 3) 
&a(lh(p))=l&((pisoftypeAMe(p)<(e,ij+l) 
d!k (e(p), i(p)) < (e, 9)) 
v [lb(p) = 1 (mod 3) &e(p) < e a a@(p)) E &I P &)llllm 
If none exists, then z(cy, e, i) is undefined. Now define the (e, i)-region 
containing cy to be 
E(a9 e, i) = {o: o E T & z(ar, e, i) c a& Z(LY, e) = z(ar, e, i). 
We call ~(a, e, i) the top of E(a: e, i). We say that Q! is an (e, i)-boundary if 
either clr = CPU for s E {gl, g2} with e = e(cu) and lb(a) = 1 (mod 3), or a! = ~“1, 
lb(o) = 0 (mod 3) and either (a) or (b) below holds: 
(a) ~7 is type A and e = e(a). 
(b) o is type B, e = e(o) and i = i(o). 
a. (i) Let E be an e-region with top z and e = e(t). Then 
(a) -r(S E E)[a =cw”a&e(a)<e&lh(~u)=l(mod3)&a~{g,,g~}], 
(b) ~(3a~E)[<~=&‘l&Ih(~~)=O(mod3)&arof~peA&e(cw)<e], 
(c) 1(3ae E)[a = cu^l &lh(ar) =O (mod 3)& a! of type B 
&2(e(ar), i(a)) + 1<2e], and 
(d) 1(3aE E)[tca&rfa&lh(cr)=O(mod3)&aof type A&e(a)=e). 
(ii) Let E be an (e, i)-region with top r and with e = e(z) and i = i(z). Then 
(a) --@E E)[a= ocAa&lh(cu)=1(mod3)&e(cu)<e&aE {gl,g2}], 
(b) l(3a E E)[a =&%!klh(ar)=O(mod3)&a!offype A 
&2e(cu)< (e, i) + 11, 
(c) -@a E E)[a = a?l&lh(a)=O(m~d3)&crof type -3 
& (e(a), i(a)) < (e, i)], 
a~E)[tca&z#a&lh(a)=O(mod3)&aof type A 
&e(a) = e], and 
e(o) = e&i(o) = i]. 
1 R.G. Downcy 
aisour ogue of ‘s ‘ along any pati lemma 
for e,iaq 
0 (mod 3) 6r cy of type A], 
& lh(cu) = 0 (mod 3) 8i (Y of type B], and 
(c) (3”a c @[e(a) = e & b(a) = 1 (mod 3) & aAa c @ &a E {gl, g2}]. 
assume the lemma holds for all f, h, i and f <e and 
be least such that for all 0, if y c o, then 
(a) = 0 (mod 3) and o of type A implies e(o) 3 e, 
3) and aof type B implies 2(e(a), i(a)) + 1 Me, and 
(a) = 1 (mod 3) and e(a) < e implies a^g, Q p and o”gz Q @. 
ult to see that the next a with y c a c jT3 and lb(a) = 0 (mod 3) 
and have e(a) = e. Nrw 2e is deleted from the list I.+( a’) for 
so 2e can only be added back to this list at some p+ E T if 
(p)=O(mod3)&p+=p”l&p is of type A, or 
(c) 2(e(p), i(p)) + 1<2e&lh(p)==~(mod3)&p+=pAl&p is of type B. 
ons (i), (ii) and (iii) above, no such canexistwithycp+c#L 
holds since for all 0 2 a, if 0 is type and lb(a) = 0 (mod 3) then 
s (b) and (c) are entirely similar and are left to the reader. Cl 
any path /3 through T. Let a be the c-maximal node with 
pe A and e(ar) =e. n this case we say 
write E(#I, e) = E(a, ). Similarly define 
al node with y c /? and Ih(y) = 0 (mod 3), 
Define E(/3, e, i) = E( 
refer to EC/S, e, i) as the final (e, i)-wgion of j3. 
(t(P, d = y = B &e(y) = e)+ y E Q/t e)l- 
= e y) = i)-+ y E 
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(2.15) * TO state the construction we need a little more 
notation. For (v E T with Ih(ar) = 1 (mod 3) we have the ‘cu-para.meters’ for the 
a-module as in the basic modde. 
X(EY, s) = the current candidate for the a-module, 
the current restraint imposed on A to preserve 
~(ar, S) = the current restraint imposed on A to preserve V,&[a; s)], 
4~ s) = m=h(cu, s), ~(a: s)), 
q(ar, s) = the current restraint imposed on Dc(oj to preserve 
&Z&J; 2) for 2 s $j(a](X(aU, S)) Or 0x3 Cecaj t0 preserve 
ta)(G(~r); 2) for 2 s &#(aU, s)), and 
F(cw, s) = the current state a E {s, g2, g,, o} of the cu-module. 
. We point out that strictly speaking the restraint q(ar, s) will be 
unnecessary because of cancellation. It is merely convenient for our presentation. 
To reset a candidate x(a; s - 1) at stage s means to cancel ~(a: s - 1) and find a 
large fresh number y (exceeding all previously mentioned ones) and set 
x(a, s) = y . To initialize node Q! at stage s means: rest x(a: s), set F(cu, s> = w, set 
~(a, s) = 0 for i = 1,2; cancel any (cu)- or V&+&s with top or bottom equal 
to cy. (Links are defined later.) 
For (Y with lh(cu) S 1 (mod 3) we always have q&~, s) = +, s) = 0 for ah cy. 
At the end of the construction, we will have the true path @ through T. 
approximate p si csch stage s by a string a, E T. This is defined 
during which we define a string (r(t, s) with a(t, s) c a(t + 1, s). 
the last a(t, s) defined for t es. 
ecause we are guessing whether or not 
notion of cy-correct computation. e say a computation 
(y )” is cu-correct where e z= e( ar) 
Ih(r) = 2 (mod 3),‘(2.17) 
for ail t”Oc Q! with 
below holds. 
max{r(p, s): p st cy) < z s e,,,(y) &z E a~(~(‘)) then z E A,. 
e can similarly define: “Pe,,(A,; y) = V,,,(y)” to be a-correct as above 3 but 
S in place of $e,s in (2.17) 
w for 0 E T with lh(cu) 3 (mod 3) or lb(a) = 1 (mo 
wlength of agreement via 
a ese co 
or lh(ar) = 1 (mod 3), define 
r t = t(CU, e(a)) to be (Y-U.W#?c~ if 
; 2) = I&(r) are lu-coapect for all 
3) and o! of type B or lh(cu) = (mod 3), let 
l(a, is s) = max{x: Vy Cx ( ,s(G*s;Y~ = &m,s;u) = &s(Y) for i= 
i(a) and t = r(cu, e(cw)) ani the computations are lu-correct}. 
we say a computation .Jy) is cu-correct (where 
, i=i(tu) and r=r(cu,e( {X: Vy <X (!Bj,s(Wi,s; y) =
(y))} > &(y) &I@, i, S) > #hi(y). In this way we deGne (of course, for 
1(4X, i,], s)=max{x: VYSX (!Bj,*( ,S;y! = Q.Jy) via cr-correct computations} 
0 w erez= g(ar, e@), W). 
Let aET. 
my s + 1 is an adage if a c o-,,~. In ad&ion 0 is an a-stage. 
1 is a $enuke a-sage if a(t, s + 1) = a for some substage t of 
C denote the collection of genuine a-sta 
Ih(a)=O(mod3) and a has A. say that u is an 
stageifu=Ooau=s+i where 
(a) s + 1 is a genuine a-stage, and 
(b) l(a, s) > max{l(a, a): is is an a-expansionary stage and fi < u}. 
the last a-expansionary stage <s. 
a)=O(mod3) and a has type say that u is an 
foti=i(a)ifu=Ooru=s+land 
(a) s + 1 is a genuine n-stage, and 
b) l(a, i(a), u) > max{l(a, i(a), fi): ii an (a# i)-expansionary stage 
at u is an (a, i, j)-e 
4 i, s). 
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(2.19) stage s, if a node tu (necessarily, with lh(t~)= 1 
opens then at the same time it opens an (e(tx), i(a))-squeeze. 
indicate this by constructing a pair of ‘short-circuit$ or links (q, 4~) aid ( z2, cu) 
where 
rl = ~(a, e(a)), and z2 = ~(a; e(a), i(a)). 
The Lnk (tI, 4~) remains in force until the next zI-expansionary stage when we 
travel the link (q, a). Zunely, there will be a substage a@, s + 1) with 
a(4 s + l)= z1 and a(t + 1, s + 1)= o. The lin (ry, a) is then can&led. me 
link (r2, 4~) remains in force until the next x2-expansionary stage when we travel 
(r2, ar) and then cancel it. The idea of linking is an important idea used to 
simplify -arguments and is due to Slaman. The reader should either consider 
them as short circuits or promises at z that we are allowed to hop like a kangaroo 
directly from q to cy ignoring what happens in between. The reader should note 
that when the link (e.g.) (q, aj is travelled, the nodes y with ‘cl s y 5 a are 
y-stages but not genuine y-stages since they are not accessible to receive 
attention. 
Finally we only have one type of link (z(1y, e(a)), a) for V,,,I-gaps. 
Stage 0. Initialize all QI E T. DeGne a0 = 8. 
Stage s + 
Step 1. refer to substage t of stage s + 1 as stage (ts s + 1). The value of a 
parameter p with p Z: 0 at the end of stage t is denoted i;y pr. 
Substage t = 0. Define a(0, s + 1) 
Substage t + 1 (t ss). We are given a(t, s + 1) and for all cu E T with 
lh(@ = 2 (mod 3), J$(cu). recall that r;t(ar) = fi(ar, s + I) E (s, g,, g2, w} and is 
the current stag? of the a-module. First deGne a(t + 1, s + 1) as follows. 
Case 1: lh(a(t, s + I) = 1 (mod 3). edine a(t + I, s + 1) = a(t, s +l)^ 
W(t, s + 1)). 
Case 2: h(a(t, s + 1) = 0 (mod 3) and a(t, s t I) has type 
appropriate subcase below. 
Subcase 1: Stage s + 1 is not cr(t, s + l)-expansionary . 
s * 1) = a(t, s 9 1jY. 
S&use 2: Stage s + 1 is a(t, s + 1).expansionary and there is no link with 
efine o(t + 1, s + 1) = a(?, s + 1) *O. 
Stage s + I is a(?, s + 1)expansionary and there is a lin 
with top o = a(t, s + 1). efine a(t+l,s+:)=p. ( s will set a,+1 = a(t + 1, 
0 (mod 3) and a(t, s + 1) e 
R.G. Dowmy 
(as deti& precisely later): 
(at cu), or 
attention and t <s to to substage r + 2. 
clause (2.21-2.24) below to pertain. If t <s 
an (I, i(au))-squeeze and opens a V&-gap, then go to 
rwsegotostep2settingo,=~(~+1,s+l). 
a (a) 3 k -WI by de F( ar, s + 1) = g,, rI( Iw, s + 1) = 0. Initial- 
that CP w =$ y- Crc3ate links (q, ar), (22, Qo with tops z1 = 
IY~=~(LY,~(Q~,~(o)) and bottom (Y. Set q(a;s+l!= 
(~(~))) where i = i(at) and j = j(cu). 
(c) s + 1 is wqansio 
# Ve~a>,,[x], then enu 
~(a, s + 1) and i~ti~~e all q 
of Step I of the ~o~st~ct~on. The reader shsuM 
receives ~ttent~~~, the
~~{~(~, S+ 1): p GL QI for lh(tlr) = 3e -6 2). 
the ve~~~tion. is is a~~~lishe~ by series of meccas based 
scheme. 
henna s~~~a~es the ele~e~ta ~ro~~~es of linlcs that we 
dy use in the later lemmas. st of its broad is Beft o the reader since 
bard, and gaiety de s OQ the 
a’). (i) If (r, ix) is Q 
q, z = z(y, e(~))~ r ~~ Ly;p 
3), t= z(yp e(ix), ~(~)), TL 
1 R.G. Lbvnqy 
(t, a) once created be travelled at most once b#ore it is 
atmosttwo with bottom a at any stage. 
at the end of stage s, 
loss, zO = g(Ly, e(a)). Then 
(tr, a) inside (6 a).) 
s a& (gz, az) is a link with 
s, or (z2, a*) is created at a 
(i) if q has type A the~2 e&) < e(gA 
(ii) if q has type B then 2e(z&2(e(tl), i(q)) + 1, 
ag=pcar,andt<e(rz), 
ry p’ with trlcp’caz and 2(e’,i’)+lS 
there is a unique link (t3, aI> with 
$ i e(g2). 
idruby p with a3 c p c a2 ad Z C2(e(z2), i(t2)) + 1 or 
(iv) there is no e’, i’-bozmdhy p’ with - al cp’ c a2 and (e’, i’) < 
(dg2), i(t2)L and 
, if r1 has type then there is a (unique) link (g3, a) rvith 
1. Then Qmstype Aand t2Cg3CtI, and 
typeAorB, buttlct2then alcr2. 
lemma is that links may be nested but never crossed. 
within (g2, a2), so is any link (g, aI), and furthermore 
( t2, a2) is created after ( tI , a,) and has higher priority than 
imply sketch the details. 
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re-added to the L&)-list for any ~“1 c p c LY. 
similar. 
B, the argument is 
(ii) is very easy and is left to the reader. 
For (iii) we need that e < (e, i) and whenever eis put back onto the LJist, so 
is (e, i) and so e is always removed first. Given these facts, it is quite easy to see 
that (iii) holds. 
(iv) (a) Suppose (tI, tu,) is created at stage s and (rz, Q) is later create 
has type A and z2 c zl. By (i) above since ( zl, aI) is a link lh( (u) = 1 (mod 3) and 
aIAgi c a2 for i = 1,2. Now, if e(zI) < e(r2), then e(r2) would be re-added to the 
Lo-list and by definition of z(a2, e(a2)) (as cw2 cannot cross the e(z,)-boundary, 
tl) z2 = t(e2, e(a2)) must occur below r, and so z1 c z2. Similarly e(rI) = e(t2) is 
only possible if e(sI) has somehow been re-added to the list. Only higher priority 
boundaries do this and this would contradict he position of z2 and xl. z2 of type 
B is similar. 
We remark that all of the remaining observations of the lemma may be proved 
by entirely similar methods and are left to the reader. 0 
(2.26) The true path #!l of T is defined by induction on n as follows. 
Let (YC @ with UT&) = n. Define cu^i c /3 via: 
Case 1: lh(cu) =O (mod 3) and cy of type A. Then cu”Oc /3 if 3% (S is 
cu-expansionary); and cuAl c p otherwise. 
Cae 2: lh(cu) =O (mod 3) and cy of type B. Then cu^Oc p if 3”s (s is 
(a, i(m))-expansionary); and ar ^l c #I otherwise. 
Case 3: lh(cu) = 1 (mod 3). Then cy”a c /!J if lim, F(a: s) exists and a E {s, w}, 
4~~9~ c /? if ar opens infinitely many V&,-gaps, and cuAgl c /3 otherwise. 
Case 4: lh(cu) ~2 (mod 3). Then aAOc /T? if there are infinitely many aAO- 
stages and cuAl c /3 otherwise. 
(2.27) 
Then 
(‘The leftmost path lemma’). Fix n and let QI c /? with lh( a) = n. 
6) 3’3 (as sL a! & a, Q a), and 
(ii) IG “I= 00 (where G a denotes the set of genuine a-stages). 
clearly, (i) and (ii) hold for n = 0. Fix ?t 3 0 and assume (i) and (ii) hold 
for n. Lee p c j3 with lb(p) = n and let cy = pAa for cy c /?. For an induction, let 
s1 be a stage such that for all s 2 s1 
0 S SL p implies a, c p, 
(:) i lb(p) = 0 (mod 3) and p is of type A and a = 1, then s is not 
p-expansionary, 
(c) if Ih(p) =O (mod 3) and p is of type and a = 1, then s is not 
(p, i)-expansionary , 
(d) if lh(cu) = 1 (mod 3), then F(p, s) 4= a, and 
(e) for all e, x: with 3e + 2 G lb(p), H(‘) is finite a 
R.G. Downey 
e3r, sL Q! but a, # ar for infinitely many s. Choose b <,, a with 
ly many s. Now by choice of s1 there is no genuine #%-stage 
Z= s1 at which there is some link of 
at (r, q) is travelled at stage s. 
p-stages is infinite. Let s2 + 1 > s1 
At stage t(s2 + 1) there can be 
re r= q. ‘This link must be 
hen be removed. 
paragraph following (2.20) the 
and there cannot 
particular at the end of stage s2 + 1 
now it follows that p "b # a, 
a(~, e, i) with e = e(q) and i = i(q). Now, 
it must be that at stage 
ueeze. We thus open a 
. A&o by the link lemma 
stage (t + 1, s2 + 1) but 
is now no link with top 
since there musL b infinitely many (genuine) @ages there must be 
some stage (tl,sj+l) with sB+1>s2+l and u(t,,s3+l)=tl. Then at stage 
(t* + 1, s3 + l), we remove (q, q) and then by the paragraph following (2.20), we 
finish stage s3 + 1. It again now follows that there are no links (Z, Q) with Z c p 
alive at stage s3 + 2 -nd so for all s >s3 + 1, p”b # a, and there cannot be any 
er (5, #j). ‘Ihis clinches (i). 
st show that 6” is infinite. If lb(a) = 0 (mod 3) and cy has type A or 
3r lh(4~) = 2 (mod 3), then this follows because the above analysis 
ly many genuine p-stages with no links originating at p. 
and p has type A, then no link can originate from p 
~+~+nsionary stage. The other cases are similar. Finally, 
S result follows because if (t, s + 1) for s > s1 is a 
~$8 .:‘a# at is a genuine p *i-stage for i E {s, w, g, , gz}. El 
estraint lemma’). Let LY c /3 and let o+ = &‘/3(n) where 
:SEcY+} exim 
4x+ is the set of Ly+-stages, and 3(cu,s)=max(r(p,s):p+_(Y). 
ermore, if ¶(a, s) is defined, then ij( a) = lim{Q( cr, s) :s E o} exists, where 
6(% s) = ~k?~P~ s): P sL 4 
redecessor (if any) of QI and define 
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Now, if lh(cu) S 1 (mod 3), then t( cu, s) = 0 for all s. The lemma then holds 
because - by choice of arcs - lim,{r(p, s) : p SL QI & p # /3} exists (by the 
previous lemma, and the fact that r(p, s) is reset only at genuine p-stages). 
On the other hand, if lb(a) = 1 (mod 3), choose s1 such that for all s asI, 
a, eta implies ad c cy (via (2.27)). Now as in the basic module, r(a) = 
liminfr(ar, s) exists as does q(au) = lim inf q(ar, s). If LY+ = a+z and a E {s, w}, 
the neither r@, s) nor q( cu, s) are reset after the next &a-Stage. If a = g2, then 
q(a) = 0 and r(a) = 0. Finally, if a = g,, then after the final cu”g2-stage s2we 
have t(a: s) = t( cu, sz). 0 
All the P, are met. That is, for all e, I#‘) = * A(‘). 
Let (Y c Ig with lh(cu) = 3e + 2. Then by (2.28) lim inf ?(a, s) = f(a) exists. 
By Step 2 of the construction if x E Hte) &X > ?((a), then we add x to A at some 
genuine a-stage, since at such a stage r(q, s) = 0 for q FL IY. Cl 
(2.30) (‘Truth of outcome lemma’). Let cy c @. 
(i) If h(e) = 2 (mod 3), then cu ^O c /3 implies II”(“)) = o(~(Q)). 
(ii) If lh(cu) = 2 (mod 3), then aA 1 cz #I implies I#‘(“)) finite. 
(iii) If h(a) ~0 (mod 3) and cy has type A, then a”0 c B implies there are 
infinitely many Cu-Rxpansionary stages. 
(iv) If lh(cu) = 1 (mod 3) and Q! .kas type A, then cw”1 c /3 implies that either 
4e(tr)(A) # K(u) Or ii;(p)(A) # K(a)* 
(v) If lh( a) = 0 (mod 3) and QI has type B, then aA0 c @ imp1ie.s t&t there are 
infinitely many (ix, i(a))-expansionary stages. 
(vi) If lh( ar) = (mod 3) and QI has type B, then cu”1 c /3 implies that 
either (p)(G) # K(,)9 Or +i(tr)(R) # K(a), 
w*here i = i(m) and z = t((~, e(a), i(a)). 
(vii) If %(a) = 1 (mod 3) and cu”gl c /?, then We(,) is recursive. 
@iii) If Ih(@ = 1 (mod 3) and arAg c /3, then QoJ is recursive. 
(k) If h(a) = 1 (mod3) and ahw c/3 and z = ~(a, e(a), i(a)) is defined, 
then $(a)(&)) # 0,. 
(x) If Ih(cu) = 1 (mod 3) and then z = ~(a; e(a), i(a)) is defined and 
for some x(a) = x(au, s) we have a); 44) + Q&W- 
au-stage s1 such that lies (by 
1 R.G. Dowaey 
may also assume by the link lemma that there are no lin 
by monotonic@ we Z(a, s2) >x 
(2.31) ZEA i# HA,. 
(2.32) ZEA iif ZEA,~. 
at the next genuine a-stage s3 >s2 when we close the (o)-gap, this 
closure must be unsu~. In particular, ~*&I = Wc(~&l* At this staige 
we have I@, s3) >~(a, s2). Now since we are dealhag with W-reductions, our we 
jiaction &(x) has not changed and hence our computations 
r&mpose the rI(a, s3)-restraht to hold W~i=~,~JX] and by 
aint succeeds in holding Wc~,,,[x] during the co-gap, that 
e next genuine aAgl-stage. By similar reasoning, we see Wc(aj[x] = 
d larger x and so Weto) is recursive. 
in (vii) but using I&,, V,(,) and g2. 
= w and limS x( a, s) = x(a) for same x. It is really quite 
- as t(a, e(a)) and z(a, e(a), i(a)) are defined - we have 
(a), j(a))* 00. 
(x) Assume limS F(a, s) = s and hence limS x(a, s) =x(a) exists. Choose so so 
at these values are cons for all s >so. Then, if WG take the (genuine) 
a-stage s1 >so where the a)ogap eventually adds x(a) to Q, where z= 
+(a, e(a), i(a)), we must have l(a, i(a), j(a), s) >x(a). By the &Y, sl)- 
to see that Dq.sJk(Qli~~(lu)))l = D~~,sJM#j(x(a~))f 
stage where we open the V&,-gap for x(a). 
(a, i(a), j(a)) >x(a). 
t c*~,sJk(~j(x(~~)l = 
and we must have 
ves 
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s it remains to 
plished by the 
t all the 
lemma, 
on procedures we need exist. This is 
concludes our proof. 
sw V,. Furthermore, 
and V, are nonrecursive, then where z1 = I@, e, i). 
en C, is the coilection of x(m) such 
merates x((w) into C, at the close of a 
&] changes). Then C, is clearly r.e. To see 
(=) it suffices to show that every &,-gap opened by (Y for e(cu) = e, 
cy E E(z, e) and lh(cu) = 1 (mod 3) is eventually closed. But this is immediate. As 
z c /3 any link (z, cu) created at an a-stage is removed at the next genuine 
z-stage, and we know (by Lemma (2.27)) that there are infinitely many genuine 
r-stages. Thus C, <w R&). The proof that 0, +,, V&) is virtually the same and 
is left to the reader. 
Now suppose that additionally &(C,) = &(D,) = Wim NOW as above for 
BY E E( tI, e, i) any ( zl, LY) link (and of course any (t, a) link) created is later 
removed and so every (e(a), i(a))-squeeze once opened is later closed, and 
moreover, opens a V&,-gap if successful. We y add x to Q=, at the end of a 
successful V&-gap. These facts together mean @, sw DZ by simple permitting. 
Furthermore, Q, sw C, by delayed permitting; that is, enters Q,, at the close 
of the V,(,)-g a p that is opened at the time x enters Cr. ce Q,, sw C,, 0,. 
Finally, we need to show that Q,, pw I&;. Suppose for a contradiction that 
Q rI sw M$ Find cy E E(/3, e, i) with lh(ar) = 1 (mod 3) and $&4$) = Q=,. By the 
truth of outcomes as W, and V, are nonrecursive, a”gi $ B for i = 1,2. But now 
L; means ans or CY”W cfi and again by truth of outcome this means 
&4$) # Q%, giving the desired result. IZ 
We believe that the above techniques can be extended to show 
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